Westbrook Passes the

The $700,000 clubhouse, located in Mansfield, O., is a fine example of how things operate smoothly when the kitchen is located in the right place.

Like so many clubs in the northern part of Ohio, Westbrook in Mansfield has had a clubhouse burned out from under it. In the case of this 50-year old combination city and country club, the catastrophe occurred more than 20 years ago and the new replacement was constructed in 1942.

In the estimation of Edwin Fladoos, Westbrook's manager since 1954, there couldn't have been any more foresight shown in the planning of any structure than went into the design of the 20-year old clubhouse. "This building," says Fladoos, "has passed the test of time. Ordinarily, when you have worked a while in what some people would consider to be an older type of building, you find a few flaws in the way it was planned. But the longer I am around here, the more admiration I have for the people who con-
Coffee shop (above) and main dining room (right) are the most popular eating spots at the Mansfield, O. club, although there are several other lounges and small dining rooms scattered through the clubhouse. It takes from 20 to 24 waitresses to handle the catering on a typically busy day.

**Time Test**

Swimming pool (above) was built about five years ago. At right is a view of one corner of the large lounge. Westbrook's clubhouse is redecorated and refurnished about every five years.
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ceived and constructed our building."

The whole secret to the excellent design of what at today's costs would amount to a $700,000 structure is, as Fladoos sees it, the location of the kitchen. You might say it is in a perfect strategic location, readily accessible to five dining rooms, three bars and poolside. It is in the center and front side (facing the course) of the long, rectangular building that, with its two additions, has an overall length of 250 feet. Three doors leading from the kitchen are connected to either the main dining room, a coffee shop or a corridor, with a distribution kitchen, that gives easy access to other rooms in which food is served as well as the pool area. A subsurface or basement room, directly below the kitchen, from which all club activity revolves, is ample for receptions, dances, etc. Ten suites for guests, the manager's apartment and a combination dining room and lounge are located on the second floor of the west wing.

Herbert Jones, a Mansfield architect, designed Westbrook's clubhouse and Gene Zieckler was the building contractor. About every five years the interior is completely renovated and furnishings and furniture are replaced, usually by the Marshall Field Co.

Center of Activity

Getting back to the kitchen, which makes or breaks any clubhouse, and for that matter, any club manager, as Ed Fladoos wryly observes, it should never be forgotten that this is the hub around which all club activity revolves. If it is pushed down to one of the far ends of the building a service traffic problem immediately is created that becomes almost impossible to correct short of tearing down the clubhouse, and rebuilding.

"When the kitchen isn't conveniently located," Fladoos says, "an employment problem immediately arises, no matter how new and sparkling a building may be. Within a few months a club will have a complete turnover of waitresses. It will be repeated periodically, simply because it is impossible to hire and keep women who have to walk half a city block every time they deliver a tray or a dish."

The designer and builder certainly must have had this uppermost in their minds some 20 years ago when they conceived and built Westbrook's fine clubhouse.

Eastern Green Section Office

The USGA's Eastern green section office is now located at 818 Raritan Ave., Highland Park, N. J. The phone number is CHart 9-0225.